INTRODUCTION
Domain experts should provide relevant domain knowledge to an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) so that it can assist a learner during problem-solving activities. There are three main approaches for providing such knowledge. The first one is cognitive task analysis that aims at producing effective problem spaces or task models by observing expert and novice users [1] to capture different ways of solving problems. However, cognitive task analysis is a very time-consuming process [1] and it is not always possible to define a complete or partial task model, in particular when a problem is ill-structured. According to Simon [2] , an ill-structured problem is one that is complex, with indefinite starting points, multiple and arguable solutions, or unclear strategies for finding solutions. Domains that include such problems and in which tutoring targets the development of problem-solving skills are said to be ill-defined (within the meaning of Ashley et al. [3] ). Constraint-based modeling (CBM) was proposed as an alternative [4] . It consists of specifying sets of constraints on what is a correct behavior, instead of providing a complete task description. Though this approach was shown to be effective for some ill-defined domains, a domain expert has to design and select the constraints carefully. The third approach consists in integrating an expert system into an ITS [8] . However, developing an expert system can be difficult and costly, especially for ill-defined domains.
Contrarily to these approaches where domain experts have to provide the domain knowledge, a promising approach is to use knowledge discovery techniques to automatically learn a problem space from logged user interactions in an ITS, and to use this knowledge base to offer tutoring 2 services. A few efforts have been made in this direction in the field of ITS [5, 6, 17, 21, 22, 23] .
But they have all been applied in well-defined domains. As an alternative, we propose in this chapter an approach that is specially designed for ill-defined domains. The approach has the advantage of taking into account learner profiles and does not require any form of background knowledge. The reader should note that a detailed comparison with related work is provided in section IV of this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe the CanadarmTutor tutoring system and previous attempts for incorporating domain expertise into it. Next, we present our approach for extracting partial problem spaces from logged user interactions and describe how it enables CanadarmTutor to provide more realistic tutoring services. Finally, we compare our approach with related work, discuss avenues of research, and present conclusions.
I. The CanadarmTutor Tutoring System
CanadarmTutor [8] (depicted in Figure 1 ) is a simulation-based tutoring system to teach astronauts how to operate Canadarm2, a 7 degrees of freedom robotic arm deployed on the International Space Station (ISS). The main learning activity in CanadarmTutor is to move the arm from a given configuration to a goal configuration. During the robot manipulation, operators do not have a direct view of the scene of operation on the ISS and must rely on cameras mounted on the manipulator and at strategic places in the environment where it operates. To move the arm, an operator must select at every moment the best cameras for viewing the scene of operation among several cameras mounted on the manipulator and on the space station.
To provide domain expertise to CanadarmTutor, we initially applied the expert system approach by integrating a special path-planner into CanadarmTutor [8] . The path-planner can generate a path avoiding obstacles between any two arm configurations. The path-planner makes it possible to track a learner solution step by step, and generate demonstrations when necessary. However, the generated paths are not always realistic or easy to follow, as they are not based on human experience, and they do not cover other aspects of the manipulation task such as selecting cameras and adjusting their parameters. Also, it cannot support important tutoring services such as estimating knowledge gaps of learners as there is no knowledge or skills representation.
In subsequent work, we attempted to describe how to manipulate Canadarm2 as a set of rules with a rule-based knowledge representation model by applying the cognitive task analysis approach [9] . Although we described high-level rules such as how to select cameras and set their parameters in the correct order, it was not possible to go into finer detail to model how to rotate the arm joint(s) to attain a goal configuration. The reason is that for a given robot manipulation problem, there is a huge number of possibilities for moving the robot to a goal configuration and because one must also consider the safety of the manoeuvres and their easiness, it is very difficult to define a "legal move generator" for generating the moves that a human would execute. In fact, some joint manipulations are preferable to others depending on several criteria that are hard to formalize such as the view of the arm given by the chosen cameras, the relative position of obstacles to the arm, the arm configuration (e.g. avoiding singularities) and the familiarity of the user with certain joint manipulations over others. It is thus not possible to define a complete and explicit task model for this task. Hence, CanadarmTutor operates in an ill-defined domain as defined by Simon.
The constraint-based modeling approach [4] may represent a good alternative to the cognitive task analysis approach. However, in the CanadarmTutor context, it would be very difficult for domain experts to describe a set of relevance and satisfaction conditions that apply to all situations. In fact, there would be too many conditions and still a large number of solutions would fit the conditions for each problem. Moreover, the CBM approach is useful for validating solutions. But it cannot support tutoring services such as suggesting next problem-solving steps to learners, which is a required feature in CanadarmTutor. 
II. A Domain Knowledge Discovery Approach for the Acquisition of Domain Expertise
Our hypothesis is that a data mining approach for learning a partial problem space from recorded user interactions can overcome some problems related to the ill-defined nature of a procedural learning domain. Our approach consists of the following steps. Each time a user attempts to solve a problem, the tutoring system records the attempt as a plan in a database of user solutions. Then humans can display, edit or annotate plans with contextual information (e.g. required human skills to execute the plan and expertise level of those skills). Thereafter, a data mining algorithm is applied to extract a partial task model from the user plans. The resulting task model can be displayed, edited, and annotated before being taken as input by the tutoring system to provide tutoring services. This whole process of recording plans to extract a problem space can be performed periodically to make the system constantly improve its domain knowledge. Moreover, staff members can intervene in the process or it can be fully automated. The next subsections present in detail each step of this process and how they were applied in CanadarmTutor to support relevant tutoring services.
A. Step 1: Recording Users' plans
In the first phase, the tutoring system records the solutions of users who attempt an exercise. In CanadarmTutor, an exercise is to move the arm from an initial configuration to a goal configuration. For each attempt, a sequence of events (or plan) is created in a sequence database.
We define an event X = (i 1 , i 2 , …, i n ) as a set of one or more actions i 1 , i 2 , …, i n done by a learner that are considered simultaneous, and where each action can specify an integer parameter value (this could be extended to several parameters or other types of values: see [15] for more details). In CanadarmTutor, we defined 112 such actions that can be recorded including (1) selecting a camera, (2) performing an increase or decrease of the pan/tilt/zoom of a camera and (3) CanadarmTutor, values for this dimension are produced by the tutoring system (see section IV).
The four other dimensions of Table 2 are example of dimensions that can be added manually.
Whereas the dimension "Expertise" denotes the expertise level of the learner who performed a sequence, "Skill_1", "Skill_2" and "Skill_3" indicate wether any of these three specific skills were demonstrated by the learner when solving the problem. This example illustrates a five dimensions MD-database of three main types (skills, expertise level, and solution state). However, our framework can accept any kind of learner information or contextual information encoded as dimensions. For example, learner information could include age, educational background, learning styles, cognitive traits and emotional state, assuming that the data is available. In CanadarmTutor,
we had 10 skills, and used the "solution state" and "expertise level" dimensions to annotate sequences (see section III for more details).
B. Step 2: Mining a Partial Task Model from Users' plans
In the second phase, the tutoring system applies the data mining framework to extract a partial problem space from users' plans. To perform this extraction an appropriate method is needed that considers many factors associated with the specific conditions in which a tutoring system such as CanadarmTutor operates. These factors include the temporal dimension of events, actions with 6 parameters, the user's profile, etc. All these factors suggest that we need a temporal pattern mining technique. According to [12] , there are four kinds of patterns that can be mined from time-series data. These are trends, similar sequences, sequential patterns, and periodic patterns. In this work we chose to mine sequential patterns [13] , as we are interested in finding relationships between occurrences of events in users' solutions. To mine sequential patterns, several efficient algorithms have been proposed. These have been previously applied, for example, to analyze earthquake data [10] and source code in software engineering [24] . While traditional sequential pattern mining (SPM) algorithms have as their only goal to discover sequential patterns that occur frequently in several transactions of a database [13] , other algorithms have proposed numerous extensions to the problem of sequential pattern mining such as mining patterns respecting time-constraints [10] , mining compact representations of patterns [14, 16, 24] , and incremental mining of patterns [24] .
For this work, we developed a custom sequential pattern mining algorithm [15] that combines several features from other algorithms such as accepting time constraints [10] , processing databases with dimensional information [11] , and mining a compact representation of all patterns [14, 16] , and that also adds some original features such as accepting symbols with parameter values. We have built this algorithm to address the type of data to be recorded in a tutoring system offering procedural exercises such as CanadarmTutor. The main idea of that algorithm will be presented next. For a technical description of the algorithm the reader can refer to [15] .
The algorithm takes as input an MD-Database and some parameters and find all MD-sequences occurring frequently in the MD-Database. Here, sequences are action sequences (not necessarily contiguous in time) with timestamps as defined in section II.A. A sequence
A 2 ), …, (ta n , A n )> is said to be contained in another sequence
and that tb kj -tb k1 is equal to ta kj -ta k1 for each n (recall that in this work timestamps of successive events are successive integers. e.g. 0, 1, 2… [11] . The relative support of a sequence (or MD-Pattern) in a sequence database D is defined as the percentage of sequences (or MD-Patterns) from D which contain it. The problem of mining frequent MD-sequences is to find all the MD-sequences such that their support is frequent, defined as greater or equal than for an MD-database D, given a support threshold . As an example, Table 2 shows some patterns that can be 7 extracted from the MD-Database of Table 1 , with a minsup of two sequences (33 %). Consider pattern P3. This pattern represents doing action b one time unit (immediately) after action a. The pattern P3 appears in MD-sequences S1 and S3. It has thus a support of 33 % or two MD-sequences.
Because this support is higher or equal to minsup, P3 is frequent. Moreover, the annotations for P3 tell us that this pattern was performed by novice users who possess skills "Skill_1", "Skill_2" and "Skill_3" and that P3 was found in plan(s) that failed, as well as plan(s) that succeeded.
In addition, as in [10] we have incorporated in our algorithm the possibility of specifying time constraints on mined sequences such as minimum and maximum time intervals required between the head and tail of a sequence and minimum and maximum time intervals required between two successive events of a sequence. In CanadarmTutor, we mine only sequences of length two or greater, as shorter sequences would not be useful in a tutoring context. Furthermore, we chose to mine sequences with a maximum time interval between two successive events of two time units.
The benefits of accepting a gap of two is that it eliminates some "noisy" (non-frequent) learners'
actions, but at the same time it does not allow a larger gap size that could make patterns less useful for tracking a learner's actions. [14, 16, 24] are sequences that are not contained in another sequence having the same support. Mining frequent closed sequences has the advantage of greatly reducing the number of patterns found, without information loss (the set of closed frequent sequences allows reconstituting the set of all frequent sequences and their support) [14] . To mine only frequent closed sequences, our sequential pattern mining algorithm was extended based on [14] and [16] to mine closed MD-Sequences (see [15] ).
Once patterns have been mined by our sequential pattern mining algorithm, they form a partial problem-space that can be used by a tutoring agent to provide assistance to learners as the next subsection will describe. However, we also provide a simple software program for displaying patterns, editing them, or adding annotations.
C. Step 3: Exploiting the Partial Task Model to Provide Relevant Tutoring Services
In the third phase, the tutoring system provides assistance to the learner by using the knowledge learned in the second phase. The basic operation that is used for providing assistance is to recognize a learner's plan. In CanadarmTutor, this is achieved by the plan recognition algorithm, After performing preliminary tests with the plan recognition algorithm, we noticed that in general, after more than 6 actions performed by a learner, it becomes hard for RecognizePlan to tell which pattern the learner is following. For that reason, we made improvements to how the CanadarmTutor applies the sequential pattern mining algorithm to extract a knowledge base.
Originally, it mined frequent patterns from sequences of user actions for a whole problem-solving exercise. We modified our approach to add the notion of "problem states". In the context of CanadarmTutor, where an exercise consists of moving a robotic arm to attain a specific arm configuration, the 3D space was divided into 3D cubes, and the problem state at a given moment is defined as the set of 3D cubes containing the arm joints. An exercise is then viewed as going from a problem state P 1 to a problem state P f . For each attempt at solving the exercise, CanadarmTutor logs (1) the sequence of problem states visited by the learner A = P 1 , P 2 , … P n and (2) the list of actions performed by the learner to go from each problem state to the next visited problem state (P 1 to P 2 , P 2 to P 3 , … P n-1 to P n ). After many users perform the same exercise, CanadarmTutor extracts sequential patterns from (1) sequences of problem states visited, and from (2) sequences of actions performed for going from a problem state to another. To take advantage of the added notion of problem states, we modified RecognizePlan so that at every moment only the patterns performed in the current problem state are considered. To do so, every time the problem-state changes,
RecognizePlan will be called with the set of patterns associated with the new problem state.
Moreover, at a coarser grain level tracking the problem states visited by the learners is also achieved by calling RecognizePlan. This allows connecting patterns for different problem states.
We describe next the main tutoring services that a tutoring agent can provide based on the plan recognition algorithm.
Assessing the profile of a learner
First, a tutoring agent can assess the profile of the learner (expertise level, skills, etc.) by looking at the patterns applied. If for example 80 % of the time a learner applies patterns with value "intermediate" for dimension "expertise", then CanadarmTutor can assert with confidence that the learner expertise level is "intermediate".
In the same way, CanadarmTutor can diagnose mastered and missing/buggy skills for users who demonstrated a pattern by looking at the "skills"
dimensions of patterns applied (e.g. "Skill_1" in Table 2 ). In CanadarmTutor, assessing the profile of a learner is done with a simple student model that is updated each time RecognizePlan finds that a student followed a pattern. The estimations contained in such a student model could be used in various ways by a tutoring system. The tutoring service described in the next subsection presents an example of how to use this information.
Guiding the learner
Second, a tutoring agent can guide the learner. This tutoring service consists in determining the possible actions from the current problem state and proposing one or more actions to the learner. In
CanadarmTutor, this functionality is triggered when the student selects "What should I do next?" in the interface menu. CanadarmTutor then identifies the set of possible next actions according to the matching patterns found by RecognizePlan. The tutoring service then selects the action among this set that is associated with the pattern that has the highest relative support and that best matches the expertise level and skills of the learner. If the selected patterns contain skills that are not considered mastered by the learner, CanadarmTutor can use textual hints that are defined for each skill to explain the missing skills to the learner. In the case where no actions can be identified, CanadarmTutor can use the aforementioned path planner to generate solutions. In this current version, CanadarmTutor only interacts with the learner upon request. But it would be possible in future versions to program CanadarmTutor so that it can intervene if the learner is following an pattern that lead to failure or a pattern that is not appropriate for his or her expertise level. Different criteria for choosing a pattern could also be used for suggesting patterns to learners. Testing different tutorial strategies is part of our current work.
Letting learners explore different ways of solving problems
Finally, a tutoring service that has been implemented in CanadarmTutor is to let learners explore patterns to learn about possible ways to solve problems. Currently, the learners can explore a pattern with an interface that lists the patterns and their annotations, and provides sorting and filtering functions (for example to display only patterns leading to success). However, the learner could be assisted in this exploration by using an interactive dialog with the system which could prompt them on their goals and help them go through the patterns to achieve these goals. This tutoring service could be used when the tutoring system wants to prepare students before involving them in real problem-solving situations.
III. EVALUATING THE NEW VERSION OF CANADARMTUTOR
We conducted a preliminary experiment in CanadarmTutor with two exercises to qualitatively evaluate its capability to provide assistance. The two exercises consist of moving a load with the Canadarm2 robotic arm to one of the two cubes (figure 2.A). We asked 12 users to record plans for these exercises. The average length of plans was 20 actions. Each plan was annotated with "Solution state" and "Expertise level" information semi-automatically by CanadarmTutor:
annotated solutions with skills information by hand. In our experiment, we included 10 skills that consist of familiarity with some important cameras and joints, and some more abstract skills of being good at evaluating distances, and at performing plans of manipulations requiring precise movements. From the set of annotated plans, CanadarmTutor extracted sequential patterns with the algorithm. In a subsequent work session, we asked the users to evaluate the tutoring services provided by the virtual agent. All the users agreed that the assistance provided was helpful. We also observed that CanadarmTutor often correctly inferred the estimated expertise level of learners, a capability not available in the previous version of CanadarmTutor, which relied solely on the path-planner. As an example of interaction with a learner, Figure 2 .B illustrates a hint message given to a learner upon request during scenario 1. The guiding tutoring service selected the pattern that has the highest support value, matches the student actions for the current problem state, is marked "successful" and corresponds to the estimated expertise level and skills of the learner. The given hint is to decrease the rotation value of the joint "EP", increase the rotation value of joint "WY", and finally to select camera "CP2" on "Monitor1". The values on the right column indicate the parameter values for the action. In this context, the values "2" and "3" mean to rotate the joints 20 º and 30 º, respectively (1 unit equals 10º). By default, three steps are shown to the learner in the hint window depicted in figure 2 .B. However, the learner can click on the "More" button to ask for more steps or click on the "another possibility" button to ask for an alternative.
It should be noted that although the sequential pattern algorithm was applied only one time in this experiment after recording each learner's plan, it would be possible to make CanadarmTutor apply it more often, in order to continuously update its knowledge base, while interacting with learners.
IV. RELATED WORK
This section compares our approach with related work.
Other automatic or semi-automatic approaches for learning domain knowledge in ITS
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A few approaches have been described for learning domain knowledge from demonstrations in ITS [5, 6 17, 21, 22, 23] .
Demonstr8 by Blessing [23] can infer simple production rules from pairs of inputs and outputs.
However, rules can only have two arguments, and each rule action is defined as a single function from a predefined set of LISP functions such as adding two numbers. Moreover, demonstrators have to constantly indicate to Demonstr8 their goal and sub-goals during demonstrations so that it can link rules together. Blessing [23] applied Demonstr8 for the task of multi-column subtraction, and admitted that the approach would be hard to apply for more complex domains, or domains
where not all reasoning is done within the user interface of the tutoring system (e.g.
CanadarmTutor).
A second example is the Behavior Recorder [5] , which allows an author to create a problem space by demonstrating the different correct or erroneous ways of solving a problem. The problem spaces produced by the Behavior Recorder are graphs where nodes are problem states and links are learner actions for passing from one state to another. The major limitation of the Behavior Recorder is that it does not perform any generalization. For a given problem, it simply integrates raw solutions in a graph, and the graph is problem-specific.
Jarvis & Nuzzo-Jones [6] designed a system that can extract general production rules from a set of demonstrations, given that authors provide a minimal set of background knowledge. This background knowledge comprises functions and conditions to create respectively the "IF" and the "THEN" parts of the learned rules. During demonstrations, demonstrators have to label the values that they manipulate in the user interface (for example, define an integer as a carry in a multi-column subtraction). Some limitations of the approach are that (1) the search for rules is an exhaustive search with a complexity that increases quickly with the number of functions and conditions to consider, (2) rules produced are sometimes over general, and (3) the approach was applied only in well defined domains such as fraction addition [6] .
Another example is the virtual agent SimStudent [21] , which can learn production rules from demonstrations. Similarly to the work of Jarvis & Nuzzo-Jones and Demonstr8, SimStudent requires authors to define operators and predicates to be used to create rules. During demonstrations, demonstrators have to indicate the name of each rule to be learned and the elements in the user interface to which the rule is applied. Rules that are learned are general and 14 can be applied to several problems. SimStudent is designed for well-defined domains where a task can be described as production rules, and providing background knowledge or information during demonstrations can be a demanding task.
For building constraint-based tutors, a few systems have been described to learn constraints from demonstrations. One, named CAS [22] takes as input a domain ontology, and problems and solutions both annotated with concept instances from the ontology. CAS then extracts constraints directly from the restrictions that are defined in the ontology. CAS was successfully applied for the domains of fraction addition and entity-relation diagram modeling. But the success of CAS for a domain depends directly on whether it is possible to build an ontology that is appropriate and detailed enough, and this is not necessarily the case for all domains. In fact, ontology modeling can be difficult. Moreover, as previously mentioned, constraint-based tutors can validate solutions.
But they cannot suggest next problem-solving steps to learners.
A last method that we mention is the work of Barnes & Stamper [17] , which was applied for the well-defined domain of logic proofs. The approach of Barnes & Stamper consists of building a Markov decision process containing learner solutions for a problem. This is a graph acquired from a corpus of student problem-solving traces where each state represents a correct or erroneous state and each link is an action to go from one state to another. Then, given a state an optimal path can be calculated to reach a goal state according to desiderata such as popularity, lowest probability of errors, or shortest number of actions. An optimal path found in this way is then used to suggest to a learner the next actions to perform. This approach does not require providing any kind of domain knowledge or extra information during demonstrations. However, since all traces are stored completely in a graph, the approach seems limited to domains where the number of possibilities is not large. Moreover, their approach does not support more elaborated tutoring services such as estimating the profile of a learner by looking at the actions that the learner applies (e.g. expertise level), and hints are not suggested based on the estimated profile of a learner. We believe this to be a major limitation of their approach, as in many cases an ITS should not consider the "optimal solution" (as previously defined) as being the best solution for a learner. An ITS should instead select successful solutions that are adapted to a learner profile, to make the learner progress along the continuum from novice to expert.
In summary, in addition to some specific limitations, all systems mentioned in this section have one or more of the following limitations: they (1) require defining a body of background knowledge [6, 21, 22, 23] , (2) have been demonstrated for well-defined domains [5, 6, 17, 21, 22, 23] , (3) rely on the strong assumption that tasks can be modeled as production rules [6, 21, 23] , (4) do not take into account learner profiles [5, 6, 17, 21, 22, 23] , (5) learn knowledge that is problem specific [5, 17] , or (6) require demonstrators to provide extra information during demonstrations such as their intentions or labels for elements of their solutions [6, 22] .
Our approach is clearly different from these approaches as it does not possess any of these limitations except for generating task models that are problem-specific. We believe that this limitation is an acceptable trade-off, as in many domains a particular collection of exercises can be setup to be administered to many students. Also, it is important to note that our approach allows manual annotation of sequences if needed.
The approach of Barnes et al. shares some similarities with our approach as it needs to be applied for each problem, and authors are not required to provide any kind of domain knowledge. But the approach of Barnes et al. also differs from ours in several ways. The first important difference is that our approach extracts partial problem spaces from user solutions. Therefore our framework ignores parts of learner solutions that are not frequent. This strategy of extracting similarities in learners' solutions allows coping with domains such as the manipulation of Canadarm2 where the number of possibilities is very large and user solutions do not share many actions. In fact, our framework builds abstractions of learners' solutions, where the frequency threshold minsup controls what will be excluded from these abstractions. A second important difference is that the abstractions created by our framework are generalizations as they consist of subsequences appearing in several learner solutions. This property of problem spaces produced by our framework is very useful as it allows finding patterns that are common to several profiles of learners or contexts (for example, patterns common to expert users who succeed in solving a problem, or common to users possessing or lacking one or more skills). Conversely, the previously mentioned approaches do not take into account the profile of learners who recorded solutions.
Other Applications of Sequential Pattern Mining in E-Learning
Finally, we mention related work about the application of sequential pattern mining in the field of AIED. This work can be divided into two categories.
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The first category is work on discovering patterns that will be interpreted by humans. For example, Kay et al. [20] mined sequential patterns from group work logs to discover patterns that would indicate good or bad group behavior in collaborative learning, so that human tutors could recognize problematic behavior in early stages of learning sessions. Similarly, Antunes [25] extracted sequential patterns to identify the deviations of individual student behaviors from a curriculum comprising several courses in a university setting. In this case, a sequence is the list of courses followed by a student. From these sequences, several sequential patterns were found. For instance, one pattern is that whenever some students failed a course on the 4 th semester, they chose a particular economy course next [25] . Romeo et al. [26] proposed an information visualization tool that has a similar purpose. It allows visualizing routes that learners follow within a curriculum.
Different parameters such as frequency define the routes that are displayed. The approach was applied in a web-based ITS to visualize navigation patterns.
A second category of work uses sequential pattern mining to help build systems for recommending learning activities to learners. For instance, Su et al. [27] described a system based on the idea of suggesting learning activities to learners based on what "similar" learners did. Their approach consists of (1) extracting sequential patterns from the learning patterns of each student, (2) clustering students who exhibited similar learning patterns into groups and (4) building a decision tree for each group from the patterns found for learning activity recommendation. A system with a similar aim was developed by Kristofic & Bielikova [7] . This system uses patterns found in learner navigation sequences to recommend concepts that a student should study next.
All work mentioned in this subsection is different from ours, as it does not attempt to learn domain knowledge.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an approach for domain knowledge acquisition in ITS, and shown that it can be a plausible alternative to classic domain knowledge acquisition approaches, particularly for a procedural and ill-defined domain where classical approaches fail. For discovering domain knowledge, we proposed to use a sequential pattern mining algorithm that we designed for addressing the type of data recorded in tutoring systems such as CanadarmTutor.
Since the proposed data mining framework and its inputs and outputs are fairly domain independent, it can be potentially applied to other ill-defined procedural domains where solutions to problems can be expressed as sequences of actions as defined previously. With the case study of CanadarmTutor, we described how the approach can support relevant tutoring services. We have evaluated the capability of the new version of CanadarmTutor to exploit the learned knowledge to provide tutoring services. Results showed an improvement over the previous version of CanadarmTutor in terms of tracking learners' behavior and providing hints. In future work, we will perform further experiments to measure empirically how the tutoring services influence the learning of students.
Because the problem spaces extracted with our approach are incomplete, we suggest using our approach jointly with other domain knowledge acquisition approaches when possible. In
CanadarmTutor, we do so by making CanadarmTutor use the path-planner for providing hints when no patterns are available. Also, we are currently working on combining our data mining approach with the rule-based model that we implemented in another version of CanadarmTutor using the cognitive task analysis approach [9] . In particular, we are exploring the possibility of using skills from the rule-based model to automatically annotate recorded sequences used by the data mining approach presented in this paper.
We also plan to use association rule mining as in a previous version of our approach, to find associations between sequential patterns over a whole problem-solving exercise [18] . Mining association rules could improve the effectiveness of the tutoring services, as it is complementary to dividing the problem into problem states. For example, if a learner followed a pattern p, an association rule could indicate that the learner has a higher probability of applying another pattern q later during the exercise than some other pattern r that is available for the same problem state.
Finally, we are interested in mining other types of temporal patterns in intelligent tutoring systems.
We have recently published work [19] that instead of mining sequential patterns from the behavior of learners, mines frequent sequences from the behavior of a tutoring agent. The tutoring agent then reuses sequences of tutorial interventions that were successful with learners. This second research project is also based on the same algorithm described here.
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